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Message from His Excellency, the Governor

I am pleased to provide a message on the occasion of the annual Farmers’ Week Exhibition 2015, under the 
theme “Youth in Agriculture-a Must! Food Security and Cultural Sustainability-a Plus!” 

My own family has a proud history of farming going back several hundred years. Paradoxically at the beginning 
of the 21st century while consumers have more access to good food from across the world, the dawn of the 
convenience foods, the era of super and hyper markets, means that many consumers do not give much thought 
to where the food on their plates comes from, it’s quality or the hard and careful work that has gone into its 
production. The anecdote that many school kids often think that milk comes from a bottle is all too close to the 
reality.

Although today the BVI depends heavily on imported foods, this was not always the case. Beef Island got its 
name from the cattle that people in these islands used to raise and export across the Caribbean. It is a proud 
tradition and I salute all the BVI farmers of today – those who have chosen farming as their life’s work, as well 
as those who carrying on BVI traditions in their own smaller way by maintaining backyard gardens.  

I particularly applaud those who are teaching their children and grandchildren the art of farming, gaining the 
skills of husbandry, learning the pleasure of watching crops grow and being able to appreciate the delights of 
homegrown wholesome food, free of preservatives, stabilisers and additives.

As we all know, the Territory is a small community but it is enriched with many different people with many different 
cultural upbringing. There are more and more people migrating from different countries to the BVI. While we 
benefit from this cultural diversity, drawing on and embracing the best of other people’s cultural background, 
it is important that we uphold our own culture and celebrate with the customs and heritage that were passed 
down from generations. The culture of the people of the BVI is grounded in solid values of hard work, innovation, 
and entrepreneurship. These are the values that any successful farmer would recognise. I encourage everyone 
to do their part to ensure that we not only embrace agriculture as a key part of BVI’s heritage, but that we also 
encourage our youth to take an interest in this part of the BVI culture, so that they can better understand and 
uphold the values that are the bedrock of BVI society.  

I am looking forward to Farmers’ Week 2015, and the opportunity to partake in many delicious cultural foods, 
local crops and produce.

I know that a great deal of hard work and dedication goes into planning the week’s activities and for that I 
commend all involved. I also take this opportunity to extend best wishes to the participants in the Farmers’ 
Week Exhibition 2015 and to all our visitors.

John Duncan, OBE 
Governor 1 FW2015



Dr. D. Orlando Smithy, OBE 
Premier of the Virgin Islands

Message from Premier of the Virgin Islands

The Virgin Islands has a rich agricultural legacy. I recall a time where our young people rose before sunrise 
to tend to our crops under the guidance of our parents. Our seas provided fresh fish, and our animals were 
taken to the well for water before enjoying a day of grazing the pastures. Everything produced was organic as 
agriculture was indeed our livelihood!

In reflecting on the theme, ‘Youth in Agriculture a Must – Food Security and Cultural Sustainability 
- a Plus’, I urge our young people to explore the vast career opportunities driven by the agricultural sector. 
With production from our greenhouses due to come on-stream later this year, my Government will ensure that 
one of these facilities is dedicated for teaching purposes.

I am confident that as our students experience greenhouse technology at work, we will see a new generation of 
budding agronomists. That is, more of our young people interested in fields such as agronomy, seed production, 
farming, horticulture, veterinary, agribusiness management, as well as agricultural and natural resources 
communications, to name a few.

I applaud the schools and teachers who creatively use school gardening programmes to expose students to 
the importance of agriculture. These types of initiatives are important in nurturing the seeds of interest in our 
young people.

My Government, through the Ministry of Natural Resources and Labour and Department of Agriculture, is 
committed to building a better Virgin Islands by strengthening the agricultural sector for generations to come. 
Our goal is to find ways to improve access to technical assistance; provide exposure to modern technology; 
implement best practices; and support training for farmers in areas such as canning, processing, drying, 
freezing among other initiatives.

I commend the Department of Agriculture for keeping Farmers’ Week alive throughout the Territory. I also 
congratulate all participants who will win in the various categories over the next few days.

On behalf of my Government, I wish everyone, especially our youth, an exciting agricultural week of activities.
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Message from the Deputy Premier and 
Minister for Natural Resoures and Labour

Farmer’s Week is a celebration of one of the BVI’s most important but least heralded sectors. I am pleased to contribute to 
this celebration and bring focus to the work our farmers are doing and the support our Department of Agriculture and the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Labour are offering this sector.

For any sector to thrive, the plan for the future of that sector must be in place. The future of agriculture in the British Virgin 
Islands, as with many sectors, lies with the youth. The vigour and vision that they will bring to this sector are our only 
hope for the future of agriculture in this great little nation. This year’s theme “Youth in Agriculture – A Must! Food 
Security and Cultural Sustainability – A Plus!” emphasises the strategic and paramount importance of ensuring 
that our young people are at the forefront of our drive to build the industry. This focus on youths commenced in 2013 and 
this year we are emphasizing how youth, culture and sustainability intertwine with Agriculture and keeping it alive in the 
BVI.

Agriculture’s importance in the development of any nation cannot be overstated. Food is only as secure as our ability to 
provide it for ourselves and while trade is a reliable source, we must ensure that as much of our food supply as is possible 
is locally grown and raised.  Additionally we must also have economic access to food that meets our people’s dietary 
needs, as well as their food preferences. Cultural preservation aims to raise the significance of culture and ensure it is 
passed on to future generations. Both can be achieved in a real way through local agriculture. We cannot overemphasise 
this interdisciplinary approach, as we seek to ensure that our young people are in place to take over as both farmers and 
cultural repositories.

In an effort to ensure the development and sustainability of this sector knowledge of improved farming practices with 
the assistance of advance technology must play a role. This type of training should focus but not be limited to, training 
on restoring soil fertility, integrated pest management, water shed recovery, drought farming using improved or adapted 
breeds and cultivars, intensive farming, farm management, livestock production, poultry production crop propagation and 
nursery development. 

In 2015, the Centre for Professional Development and Community Education (C.P.D.C.E) of the Hamilton Lavity Stoutt 
Community College (HLSCC) has responded to the needs in the agricultural sector and is now offering many courses that 
support and develop Agriculture, Culture and Sustainability.

Along with the courses offered at the H. Lavity Stoutt Community College as well as the BVI Technical Vocational school, the 
Ministry and the Government look forward to utilising the technology of the greenhouses to intrigue, educate and stimulate 
the youths of the community through the necessary training and coursework in crop production. The greenhouses are 
well on their way to completion and this development shine great potential on the industry. It is important that we learn to 
interpret agriculture and regard it as the scientific discipline that it has always been. With the change in times recognising 
and applying new technology is the clear and unmistakable way forward. 

I take this opportunity to applaud the Chief Agricultural Officer, and his Team for their consistent hard work in developing 
this crucial industry. I express a heart-felt, “Thank You!’ to our farmers for sustaining the sector despite the economic 
challenges and effects of climate change. In addition, I wish to thank all those whose contribution has facilitated the 
success of Farmers’ Week 2015. 

Dr. Kedrick Pickering 
Deputy Premier and Minister for Natural Resources and Labour 3 FW2015



Message from the Leader of the Opposion

Once again we are privileged to prepare for Farmers’ Week, an event that came into being to encourage Agriculture many 
years ago when cattle, livestock, food crops including fruits and vegetables were cultivated in the British Virgin Islands and 
most of the products were exported to the American Virgin Islands, especially St. Thomas.

The production of the vegetables was so good that at one time they were sent to Canada to the annual exhibition of the 
Agricultural show. There were different types of peas as well as a lot of bananas, pumpkins and watermelons.

Most of the generation today are the sons and daughters of fathers who toiled in the field with sugar cane ground provision, 
cattle and livestock.

The products mentioned were cultivated in the British Virgin Islands, and it can happen again, as I can see the signs of it 
happening.

The Ministry is playing a big part in the Natural Resources area such as ocean management, energy and climate change, 
environmental management and planning and bio-diversity management.

 All these matters have a part to play in our agricultural development and we should support the Ministry as they continue 
to play their part to help our farmers and producers.

The news that the greenhouses in Paraquita Bay will soon be opened is very good news and I do hope that our farmers 
and producers will be involved with it.

With the increase in tourism and the expectation of more tourist visits in the British Virgin Islands, it is important that we 
continue to produce fruits and vegetables for the restaurants and hotels. I believe that good support will be coming from 
the Department of Agriculture.

The theme for this year,  ‘Youth in Agriculture a Must – Food Security and Cultural Sustainability - a 
Plus’, it reminds me that when I was a young boy between eight and fourteen years I was also involved in agriculture, 
planting fruit trees and food crops such as potatoes and cassava, pigeon peas, black eyed peas, beans and at one time, 
cotton. But when cotton-growing faded away, because of the pink-ball worm, cattle took its place and the Government 
made provisions for water supplies and different types of grasses for the animals and even provided, under the Colonial 
Development and Welfare funds, money to assist in raising cattle. I would think that it would be a good idea for our youths 
to get into agriculture and help to produce as much food as possible so we would be able to feed our population and 
export if possible.

I pray that we will have a great Agricultural Exhibition and that the Ministry, Department of Agriculture, farmers and 
producers will be very satisfied at the end of a very productive year.

Hon. Ralph T. O’Neal, OBE 
Leader of the Opposition
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Message from the Chief Agriculture Officer

The Virgin Islands has a rich agricultural legacy. I recall a time where our young people rose before sunrise 
to tend to our crops under the guidance of our parents. Our seas provided fresh fish, and our animals were 
taken to the well for water before enjoying a day of grazing the pastures. Everything produced was organic as 
agriculture was indeed our livelihood!

In reflecting on the theme, ‘Youth in Agriculture a Must – Food Security and Cultural Sustainability 
- a Plus’, I urge our young people to explore the vast career opportunities driven by the agricultural sector. 
With production from our greenhouses due to come on-stream later this year, the Government will ensure that 
one of these facilities is dedicated for teaching purposes.

I am confident that as our students experience greenhouse technology at work, we will see a new generation of 
budding agronomists. That is, more of our young people interested in fields such as agronomy, seed production, 
farming, horticulture, veterinary, agribusiness management, as well as agricultural and natural resources 
communications, to name a few.

I applaud the schools and teachers who creatively use school gardening programmes to expose students to 
the importance of agriculture. These types of initiatives are important in nurturing the seeds of interest in our 
young people.

The Government, through the Ministry of Natural Resources and Labour and Department of Agriculture, is 
committed to building a better Virgin Islands by strengthening the agricultural sector for generations to come. 
Our goal is to find ways to improve access to technical assistance; provide exposure to modern technology; 
implement best practices; and support training for farmers in areas such as canning, processing, drying, 
freezing among other initiatives.

I commend the Department of Agriculture for keeping Farmers’ Week alive throughout the Territory. I also 
congratulate all participants who will win in the various categories over the next few days.

On behalf of the Department, I wish everyone, especially our youth, an exciting agricultural week of activities.

Mr. Bevin Braithwaite 
Chief Agriculture Officer
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Passing on...

Ms. Jenadine Simmonds is accustomed to working 
in her backyard garden. She is a jack of all-trades, 

so to speak, and she is always growing or making 
something new. She and her grandson let us come over 
into the centre for her creativity and view their various 
artisan works produced at home.

She showed us her handicraft which she said she made 
with some help from grandson Mr. Levaughn Smith. He is 
pictured here with her. Although he is very young he has 
assisted with a lot of the handicraft and crop planting.

The story of her jewellery-making began after a vacation 
cruise of the islands. Ms. Jenadine was weary of the 
pieces that she saw at different places on different 
islands. “Everything looked the same. So I decided 
I have to learn to make my own.” she added, “I made 
some for my daughter and then her friends kept asking 
her, ‘Where did you get that?’”

The Family that

TOGETHERFARMS

Continue on Page 8

 by Feliza Fenty

Grandson Levaughn has learned quite a lot from grandma. Not only 
has her passion for artwork encouraged him to help. He also has a 
few pieces of his own. Her handmade, exquisite, jewellery including; 
necklaces, brooches, earrings and bracelets, will be available at the 
Farmers Week exhibitions this year.

After showing us her array of jewellery, Ms. Jenadine was sure to 
include the knack she had for preserve making. Her coconut sugar 
cakes and guava cheese were nearby on display. She was even able 
to show us some guinep wine that she had recently started.

Ms. Jenadine Simmionds - Grand Mother, Mother, 
Crop Farmer and Jewelry Artist

Samples of Jewelry

Grandson Levaughn proudly displays 
a sample of his artwork
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Harneys is a proud supporter 

of Farmers’ Week 2015

HARNEYS | British Virgin Islands

www.harneys.comAnguilla 

British Virgin Islands
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Vancouver

*Mauritius service provided through an association with BLC Chambers.

TributeTribute
Miss Lyra Vanterpool was theme winner for Farmers' 

Week 2014 and 2015. In addition, she was the winner of 
the 2013 Mango Array and Tropical Fruit Festival 

Poetry Competition in the Adult Category. The 
Management and Staff of the Department of Agriculture 

would like to extend our deepest sympathy 
to Miss Vanterpool's family.

Miss Lyra Vanterpool
to



Passing on...

Passing on...

She, surprisingly pulled out of the freezer, a lime 
popsicle and several hibiscus popsicles. How creative! 
If you are wondering how she made the hibiscus 
popsicle she utilized the sweet nectar from the flower 
to make juice before freezing. We even got a chance to 
try these treats. They were delicious.

After showing off her preserves and produce indoors. 
We moved to Ms. Jenadine’s backyard garden and 
plant nursery. She had several types of plants growing. 
She told us that Levaughn was particularly helpful here 
and he loved the garden. Levaughn shied away from 
conversation but soon picked up a small garden shovel 
and planted some Seasoned Pepper with supervision 
from grandma.

She showed us several papaya plants, plantain, lime 
trees and coconut trees. She also had some sour-sop, 
pumpkin, thyme and “information bush”. She ended 
our tour with the anticipated reveal of her “favourite 
pea tree”.

Continued  From Page 6

Sample of the Guinep Wine 

Ms Jenadine and Grand Son planting season 
pepper

The Family that

FARMS TOGETHER

Ms. Jenadine was very happy and excited to show us 
the wide variety of products that she grows, beads, and 
preserves. What are also notable are her progressive 
approach and her tenacity to continue to show her 
children and grandchildren the necessity and creativity 
of farming and producing. (She did not fail to mention 
her daughter who assists her as well.)

Ms. Jenadine is true to the theme and the impetus for 
continuing the tradition, heritage and the culture of 
agriculture in these Virgin Islands.
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World Food Day
Date(s) of Event / Activity: October 16, 2015
Brief Description: World Food Day is a day commemorated by the Food & 
Agricultural Organization (FAO) and was established by FAO's Member 
Countries at the Organization's Twentieth General Conference in November 
1979. The date chosen, 16 October, is the anniversary of FAO. The BVI 
celebrates World Food Day as a step towards promoting all aspects of 
agriculture – the producers, the production and the produce.

Mango Array & Tropical Fruit Festival
Date(s) of Event / Activity: Summer Months – to be announced
Brief Description: The Mango Array & Tropical Fruit Festival is an annual event 
that seeks to promote tropical fruits, their health benefits and cultural signifi-
cance to the BVI population. The tagline for this event is “See, Smell & Taste 
Everything that is a Tropical Fruit.”

Pesticides Awareness Week
Date(s) of Event / Activity: September 20 – 26, 2015

Brief Description: The Department of Agriculture In conjunction with the 
Coordinating Group of Pesticides Control Board of the Caribbean, (CGPC) 

commemorates Pesticides Awareness Week to educate the community 
about the effects of using pesticides and more importantly about Inte-
grated Pest Management (IPM) which encourages producers to more 

interactively care for plants – thus reducing the use of pesticides.



The Marketing Unit is one of several divisions at the 
Department of Agriculture. It is headed by a Marketing Officer 
who oversees the operations in that division. The Marketing 
Officer visits various farms and businesses to gather market 
intelligence by identifying what is being produced and what is 
needed in order to make arrangements for agricultural products 
to be sold to supermarkets, restaurants and individuals seeking 
smaller quantities. 

The Marketing Officer also encourages farmers to call the 
Department to share information on what is being produced 
as well as when the estimated time of harvest would be, to 

Marketing Overview

Call the 
Marketing Unit 
at 468-6123/6124

ensure that arrangements are made to have 
the produce sold. The Marketing Officer also 
researches market conditions to identify what 
food items are in short supply in order to inform 
the farmer on what can be produced based 
on market demands to ensure a guaranteed 
market for the fresh produce.

The Department of Agriculture provides marketing services 
to farmers throughout the Territory by acting as the conduit 
between producers/farmers and the consumers. Whatever the 
farmer produces, especially in cases where there is a surplus 
and the farmer is not able to sell all to his preferred customers, 
the Department will make arrangements to have the produce 
shipped directly to an identified customer. 

An account is kept on the quantities of produce supplied by 
each farmer to ensure that weight of produce is equal to market 
price so that the dollar figure earned by the farmer is returned 
without any discrepancy.  

There is now no excuse to have your produce thrown away or 
spoilt because you are unable to sell it. Call the Marketing Unit 
at 468-6123/6124 and let them make that sale connection for 
you. 

By Orville Clarke
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Food Safety in the Twenty-first Century
By: Nadya A. George D.V.M

In the twenty-first century, a growing trend of global 
food and agricultural consumers is that they are 

demanding to know more about their food. Where 
and how it was raised or grown? And what is in it? 
“What is the concern?” one may ask. The concern 
is Food Safety.  A basic human right is the access 
to food that meets nutritional needs but also safe for 
human consumption. Ensuring the safety of animal 
meat product does not begin at the slaughterhouse 
or the processing plant but at the farm-level. With 
increased food production, approaches to ensuring 
food safety for consumers has also evolved from 
good farm practices to Hazard Analysis and Critical 
Control Point (HACCP) to Risk analysis.

Food safety at the farm level involves the presence 
and relationship between the farmer and veterinary 

professional. This involves parasite and disease 
control and surveillance. This relationship ensures 
that the end products of the farm, the animal or eggs 
are healthy and safe for consumption. The inputs of 
the farm are the young animals or seedlings on the 
farm that require the necessary inputs by the farmer 
or producer in order to produce healthy end products. 
Activities of the farm geared towards obtaining 
healthy animals includes, feeding nutrient rich foods, 
fresh clean water, and parasite and disease control. 
The continued collaboration between the veterinary 
authorities and farmers  will  only continue to strengthen 
the common goal of ensuring end products of the farm 
reaching the dinner table are safe.      

Additionally, in processing plants where raw products 
are processed through different methods along the 



processing line, a Hazard Analysis Critical Control 
Point (HACCP) plan is very important in ensuring 
packaged products are safe. HACCP plans are 
measures placed at different checkpoints during the 
production process that ensures risks of chemical, 
biological and physical contamination of the end-
product is reduced to ensure a safe packed product.

Risk analysis programs that meet international 
regulations, implemented to prevent and decrease 
the risk of transmission of zoonoses through 
educational programs and legislations, play an 
important role in food safety. Not only ensuring food 
is safe to eat but ensuring end-products of livestock 
and poultry farms are of high quality. According to 
the World Health Organization, 75% of food-bourne 
diseases are from animal origin. These programs, aid 
in reduction of contaminated food and meat products 
by contaminants (chemical, bacteria, viruses and 

parasites). Every year food-borne disease outbreaks 
are recorded due to common food contaminants 
that include Escherichia coli and Salmonella. The 
Government of the Virgin Islands will continue to 
strengthen our border control as it relates to food 
safety through meat and food inspections at our main 
ports of entry through the presence of environmental 
Health and Veterinary agencies as we embark on the 
common goal of protecting the health of the general 
public.

In conclusion, Public Health as it relates to food 
safety is a collective effort among food producers, 
manufacturers as well as its consumers;  aiming to 
provide safer food for human consumption, with 
measures of ensuring that food safety has evolved to 
accommodate the great demand for food while still 
maintaining their obligation to provide safe healthy 
food products.
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The Department of Agriculture continues to find innovative 
ways to build the cottage industry through seminars and 

workshops. The main objectives are to discourage waste, 
utilize local products and stimulate interest in entrepreneurship. 
During 2014, the focus was on winemaking, where some 
twenty-five (25) persons attended a winemaking workshop, 
facilitated by Mr. Cotton Franchette, an expert in winemaking 
and wine tasting.

As a result of the knowledge gained, a number of producers 
displayed their artistic skills in winemaking at the “Taste 
of the BVI” event sponsored by the BVI Tourist Board, on 
November 14, 2014.

The different flavors of wine displayed were golden-apple, 
banana, plantain, sugarcane, guava-berry, grapefruit, mango, 
orange, passion-fruit, star-fruit, sea-grape, pomegranate, 
ginger, carrot, aloes, and genips. 

Let us explore some wine facts that may boost your interest in 
the Wine Making Production.

Wine is an alcoholic beverage made from fermented grapes or 
other local fruits.  Although most wine is made from grapes, it 
can be produced from other fruits or plants.   Wines made from 
other produce besides grapes are usually named after the 
products they are produced from, (for example pomegranate 
wine, sea-grape wine, mango wine, guava-berry wine, etc.) 
They are generically called fruit wine. 

The Science of Wine and Winemaking is known as oenology. 
A person who makes wine is called a winemaker or vintner.   

Winemaking or vinification is the production of wine, starting 
with the selection of grapes or other fruits, filtration, fining and 
ending with bottling the finished wine.  The dominant factor in 
the wine is the type of fruit used, which determines the flavor, 
alcohol content, color and the acidity.  No matter what produce 
the wine is made from, there must be fermentation, that is, the 
sugar is transformed into alcohol. 

Wine Tasting is the sensory examination and evaluation of 
wine. It is important that the pallet is cleansed before sampling 
a variety of wine.   The sweetness of wine is determined by the 
amount of residual sugar in the wine after fermentation, relative 
to the acidity present in the wine. Dry wine, for example, has 
only a small amount of residual sugar, whereas the Sparkling 
wine may contain a bit more. 

BUILDING THE BVI COTTAGE INDUSTRY
W i n e m a k i n g  P r o d u c t i o n

Benefits of Wine

Wine was studied extensively, over the years and has resulted 
with many impressive findings.  Researchers suggests that 
drinking wine may promote a longer lifespan.  They believed 
that wine protects against certain cancers (lung, colon & 
breast), improve mental health, and provide benefits to the 
heart.  Wine also aids in the anti-aging process, impedes 
blindness and dementia.   Scientists also found that wine acts 
like a trigger and boost levels of omega-3 fatty acids in the 
body. Hippocrates, often referred to as the “father of western 
medicine”, promoted wine as part of a healthy diet. He 
claimed that it disinfects wounds, alleviates childbirth pain, 
treats symptoms of diarrhea, and sluggishness.

What is Moderate Wine Consumption?

In the Bible, in his first epistle to Timothy, Paul the Apostle 
recommended a little wine every now and then to help the 
digestion.

“Moderate” wine consumption is said to be good for the health. 
But what is “moderate” wine consumption? How much wine 
a person can drink in one sitting before the health benefits 
turn into dangers, depends on many factors.  It includes the 
person’s size, age, sex, body stature and general state of 
health, as well as whether it is consumed with food, or on an 
empty stomach.

While wine consumption appears to be good for the health, 
drinking too much can lead to many chronic diseases 
including: depression, mental health problems, stroke, 
hypertension, fatty liver, alcoholic hepatitis, cirrhosis, several 
cancers and pancreatitis.  So again, remember, Moderation 
is the Key….

Economic Benefits of Wine

Statistics have shown that consumers 
consume a large amount of wine; In the 
US residents individually consumed a total 
of 2.82 gallons a year in 2013, with California 
State alone computing an estimated retail value 
of $23.1 billion.   In the BVI, statistics show 
consumers consumed an average of 32,630 
gallons in 2012 with an estimated retail value of 
$1,501,513.00. The Department of Agriculture 
intends to implement more initiatives to encourage 
others, especially the youth to discourage waste, 
and develop innovative ways to build and sustain 
the BVI Cottage Industry.  

Unis O. Donovan
Agricultural (Marketing) Officer II
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We can make your dream come true.
Visit us at Port Purcell

Tel:284-494-2362|Email: espat347@hotmail.com

FORT GARDEN CENTER

Congratulations to all the Winners
of the BVI Farmers Week!

Create a garden of your own.
A dream you always had...



Passing on...

Passing onon.....

Farming in  
the Virgin Islands 

by Dr. Latisha Martin

Raising livestock is the most important agricultural 
activity in the Virgin Islands, but due to poor soil 

quality, limited acreage, lack of individuals with interest 
and our rapidly growing population, it limits our ability to 
supply even the basic domestic food requirements for 
V. Islanders.  Currently, our statistics say that less than 
0.6% of our government officials work in Agriculture, 
but despite this minute percentage, we have managed 
to operate as a separate Department as we call it “The 
Department Of Agriculture.”

As of today, the Department of Agriculture assists 
by providing quality breeding stock, which livestock 
farmers have access to for breeding or by purchasing 
of young stock for their livestock development. We also 
provide consultation for such development by means of 
pen designs, breeding for certain traits and assistance 
with transport and marketing of such quality products. 
Veterinary services are also made available to livestock 
farmers throughout the Virgin Islands. However, our 
attempts to build on livestock production still opt to meet 
our demands.  

Pressure from social and political conflicts of the outside 
world, should elicit concerns over Food Security amongst 
us. Much more encouragement should be given to 
produce skilled individuals to work in the Agricultural 
sector to meet our growing needs. 

With limited acreage being our primary insult along with 
limited soil, we should consider livestock farming under 
intensive conditions, also known as Industrial Livestock 
Production or Factory Farming. This is basically the 
keeping of farm animals in confinement, such as cattle, 
small ruminants like sheep and goats, poultry etc. at 
higher stocking densities than is usually the case with 
other forms of livestock farming. The aim is to provide 
maximum output at the lowest possible cost and with 
the greatest level of food safety, thereby providing a 
higher level of food security. This practice is utilized in 
developed nations, with 74% of the world’s poultry, 43% 

of beef, 50% of pork and 68% of eggs produced this 
way, according to the Worldwatch Institute as of 2006. 

The Department of Agriculture continues to promote 
development towards increasing local food production 
of animal origin via a two pronged educational method. 
Existing farmers are being encouraged to adopt 
modern techniques through agricultural extension 
services while the younger generation is being geared 
for careers in Agriculture through the introduction of 
Agricultural Science to the high school curriculum and 
at the BVI Technical and Vocational Institute. The result 
of this would be the progressive emergence of new 
farms employing suitable methods of production and 
management systems guaranteed for high levels of 
production with minimal wastage of inputs culminating 
with good quality food products of animal origin.

It is envisaged that over time as education and technical 
support continues to be provided to the existing and 
new farming population, the BVI would gradually 
become self sufficient in locally produced food, thereby 
reducing the dependence on importation of meat and 
other animal based food products. It is also envisioned 
that there would be an establishment of commercial 
sized farms suitable to the climate, environment and 
the type of livestock to be produced.
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The Department of Agriculture has in the past had 
the challenge of attracting young people to join the 

department. No organization, much less an industry, can 
grow without interest from the youth and in turn, support 
from the government. Government’s support may be 
through legislation, training or employment. Agriculture 
was the dominant industry in the BVI until the mid-twentieth 
century and today there are still some faithful producers 
who continue to rear livestock and plant crops. 

To pull the youth’s interest in agriculture, in 2013, we 
shifted the focus of the Farmers’ Week planning, activities 
and ongoing extension event, to the youth. For 2015, our 
theme is “Youth in Agriculture - a Must! Food Security 
and Cultural Sustainability - a Plus!” which addresses the 
implications to the industry if the youths are not involved. 
Sustainability is literally and figuratively no small word 
when it comes to food production; and while there are 
obstacles, we have to continue to promote agriculture by 
encouraging backyard gardening, small ruminant farming 
and subsistence production. This encouragement has to 
reach the youth especially because these are the future 
farmers, technocrats and administrators for the agricultural 
industry in the Territory.

The Department’s first administrative step was to add six 
(6) young persons to its nominal roll in December 2013. 
These young persons all expressed an interest in not only 
joining the Department, but in gaining a fulfilling career 
in different aspects of agriculture. As the management 
team continued to meet to devise ways to attract the 
youth, Dr. Michael Montrose, Veterinary Officer II and 
head of the Veterinary Division, shared an idea that would 
revolutionize our reach to the youths – the Agri-Intern 
Program, a volunteer program that allows young people to 
learn about the Department and the industry while gaining 
practical skills in the field. 

Promoting Volunteerism
Agri-Internship Program

Volunteerism is nothing strange in the Virgin Islands with 
the Lions’ and Rotary clubs, BVI Red Cross, VISAR as 
well as the many religious entities that give assistance 
in different forms. In addition, just recently the Ministry 
of Education and Culture has mandated that all public 
secondary school students must complete 120 hours of 
community service as a prerequisite to graduation.

We considered the above examples and deliberated 
volunteerism playing a positive role in re-building the 
Department by supplementing the recruitment process. 
Agriculture offers a wide range of disciplines– Veterinarian, 
Agronomist, Botanist, Horticulturalist, Abattoir, Animal or 
Plant Quarantine, Abattoir Management etc. Any young 
person who has interest in any agriculturally related field 
and attends the HL Stoutt Community College (HLSCC) 
can sign up for the program. Students can put in volunteer 
hours between their classes and be mentored by the staff 
of the Department.

To date, we have hosted three (3) students and they have 
been able to gain experience in the Veterinary Division, 
Crop Production Unit, Marketing and Abattoir. Mr. Malique 
Fleming, a freshman at HLSCC stated, “This job is always 
interesting and every day is something new and exciting!” 

Miss Basheera Maduro, also an HLSCC student added, 
“Being able to work with nature along with animals always 
holds something new and interesting to experience; 
working out there always brings a sense of joy especially 
when you get to see the positive results that come from it.”

The Department is proud to host this program and looks 
forward to continued interest from young people as we aim 
to increase the number of youths involved in agriculture.

Linette Rabsatt, Sr. Assistant Human Resources Manager
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KIDS CORNER
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‘Youth in Agriculture a Must – 
Food Security and Cultural Sustainability - a Plus’
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Thank You
The Department of Agriculture extends sincere gratitude to the dedicated and 
industrious farmers of the Territory, especially those who participated during Farmers’ 
Week 2015. This week honours your diligent work and contributions to the community. 

Special thanks are extended to all the vendors, and to all businesses and individuals 
that provided sponsorship of prizes, purchased ads and gave support that led 
to the success of Farmers’ Week 2015. Your assistance demonstrates your 
commitment to the farming industry of the Virgin Islands.

In addition, we extend our appreciation to the staff of the Ministry . . 
of Natural Resources and Labour and the Department of 
Information and Public Relations for their continued support and 
encouragement.

Many thanks to the  staff of the Department of Agriculture 
who played a major role in the planning, facilitating and 
making Farmers’ Week educational, entertaining 
and memorable.

We say thank you to everyone who attends 
this event annually. We wish you all the 
best and hope that you enjoy the 
activities slated for Farmers’ Week 
2015.


